
42-02 Bell Blvd. · Bayside · 718-281-2699 · themasalabox.com
Mon-Thur 4pm-10pm · Fri & Sat 2pm-11pm · Sun 2pm-10pm

SP    TLIGHT
RESTAURANT OF THE MONTH

Indian Fusion Cuisine

$15 for $30
worth of Indian fusion cuisine

HURRY! Quantities are very limited.

Purchase at:

OUR BEST DEAL IS ONLINE

MASALA BOX • 718-281-2699
With this coupon. Valid for dine-in only. 

Cannot be combined with other specials, 
promotions, offers or deals. Not valid at bar. 
Not valid for Happy Hour. Expires 11-16-18. 
Go to LocalFlavor.com for more coupons.

$5 OFF
any purchase 

of $25 or more

MASALA BOX • 718-281-2699
With this coupon. Valid for dine-in only. 

Cannot be combined with other specials, 
promotions, offers or deals. Not valid at bar. 
Not valid for Happy Hour. Expires 11-16-18. 
Go to LocalFlavor.com for more coupons.

$10 OFF
any purchase 

of $55 or more

HAPPY HOUR   
Sunday-Friday: 4pm-8pm
Extensive International 

Cocktail Menu & Seasonal/
Craft Beer Available

 Drink Specials with 
Appetizer Plates

(Bar Only, Valid With Non-Local
Flavor Offers in This Ad)

Catering Available For All 
Occasions, On and Off Site

Take-Out & Delivery

Gift Cards 
Available

Some of Executive Chef Sumita Gohal-Verma’s fondest memories are 
of family meals in humble settings. A migratory family history led 
Sumita’s clan from India to the Philippines, Europe, Canada and the 
U.S., which taught her an important fact: despite how different we all 
may be, connection with friends, family and community happens over 
shared meals and stories. 

In Indian cuisine, that shared meal depends on an essential tool—the 
masala box. A round stainless steel container housing several smaller, 
round containers inside, the masala box is to a chef what a palette is 
to an artist. Despite Indian cuisine’s reputation for spiciness that 
warrants a mountain of extra napkins, the masala box proves the 
opposite to be true. At the heart of tastefully executed Indian cuisine 
is a keen understanding of the delicate dance of spices needed to 
create not only a flavorful meal, but to adhere to the Ayurvedic 
principles of well-being.

It’s this mode of thinking that informs Masala Box’s unique brand of 
Indian and American fusion, from tapas and entrees to house-made 
breads and desserts. Helmed by the hands-on team of Sumita and 
extended family, the restaurant features selections inspired by travels 
around the globe combined with a homestyle approach and modern 
techniques that truly make it a family endeavor.

Contemporary in cuisine as well as upscale décor, Masala Box 
complements their cooking with an extensive international cocktail 
menu and seasonal craft beers, offering something for everyone. 
Drink specials with appetizer plates are also offered in the bar during 
happy hour Sunday through Friday. In addition to stellar dine-in 
experiences, Masala Box provides catering services for all occasions, 
both on- and off-premises. 

On their mission to create, serve and connect, this family-run 
establishment invites you to experience the other side of Indian 
cuisine with an American twist. They’re confident you’ll find freshness 
and flavor to be the key players. Rethink your definition of Indian 
American fusion and visit Masala Box today for lunch or dinner.


